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North American Edition

M&A Insurance: Unpacking material
claims in North America
Our North American edition of AIG’s M&A Claims Intelligence report
sheds further light on the heightened severity of claims within this market.
Set against the backdrop of an economic downturn, and a deteriorating claims severity, a meaningful correction
of Representation and Warranty insurance (R&W) pricing is inevitable. For AIG’s R&W book as a whole during the
study period, 19% of material claims (up from just 8% from two years previously) were valued at $10m or above,
with an average claim size of $20m.1

The full report can be found here
1	The AIG Report reviewed claims made during the study period spanning policies written between 2011 and 2018 covering approximately 3,500 deals
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The increased claim size reflects a number of underlying trends,
including more detailed product knowledge. Another contributing
factor to the increased claim severity is the impact of EBITDA
multiples in valuation. Buyers may use a multiple of EBITDA to
determine the offering price for a target company. If a warranty is
breached and it turns out that the EBITDA of the target company
was overstated because of that breach, the buyer may believe
they have overpaid. In these cases the buyer may request that the
EBITDA multiple will be considered in the measure of damages for
the breach. “While an EBITDA multiple is often not an appropriate
way to measure damages, when it is it can have a dramatic effect
on the size of the claim” observes Anna Rozin, North America M&A
manager at AIG.
For these largest North American claims - claims with an incurred
loss of greater than $10m - there has also been an increase in
frequency. While AIG’s R&W policies as a whole have an overall
claims frequency of one-in-five, frequency across all deal sizes is
higher in North America. More than one in every five deals results
in a claim, and for deals between $500m and $1bn in size, this
frequency rises to 26%. Certainly, the larger, most ‘diligenced’
acquisitions can still result in material claims.
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“The challenge with the higher claims frequency in North America is
that it is then also coupled with the most significant claim severity
as compared to the rest of the world,” says Rozin. “Our claims
data in North America indicates that if the breadth of the coverage
provided by R&W insurance is to remain, a correction in pricing will
be required to help ensure the long term viability of the product.”
In terms of the types of policy breaches, breaches of the financial
statements representations are the equal dominant driver of claim
notifications across all deal sizes, along with compliance with laws
breaches (with a frequency that is higher than the global average).
For the largest claims (those with an incurred loss greater than
$10m), breaches of material contracts and tax representations are
also significant drivers of claims.
As the loss trends continue to unfold in North America, it has never
been more important to partner with an M&A insurance carrier that
has extensive experience in the market, a proven claims payment
track record and a commitment to R&W insurance for the long term.
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Yet increasing claims frequency and severity is not a development
that is limited to large deals alone - small and middle market
transactions in the United States and Canada also trend higher than
the rest of the world. In fact, North American deals that have an
enterprise value of $250m or less still see a 22% claims frequency
and account for some of the claims valued at $10m or above.
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This document considers M&A claims in the context of an AIG insurance programme only. Reliance upon, or compliance with, any of the information, suggestions or recommendations contained herein in no way guarantees the
fulfilment of your obligations under your insurance policy or as may otherwise be required by any laws, rules or regulations. The purpose of this document is to provide information only and you should not take any action in reliance
on the information contained in this document. This document is not a substitute for you undertaking your own investigations and obtaining professional or specialist advice. No warranty, guarantee, or representation, either
expressed or implied, is made as to the correctness or sufficiency of any representation contained herein. AIG does not accept any liability if this document is used for an alternative purpose from which it is intended. American
International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading global insurance organization. Building on 100 years of experience, today AIG member companies provide a wide range of property casualty insurance, life insurance, retirement products, and
other financial services to customers in more than 80 countries and jurisdictions. These diverse offerings include products and services that help businesses and individuals protect their assets, manage risks and provide for retirement
security. AIG common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Additional information about AIG can be found at www.aig.com | YouTube: www.youtube.com/aig | Twitter: @AIGinsurance www.twitter.com/AIGinsurance |
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/aig. These references with additional information about AIG have been provided as a convenience, and the information contained on such websites is not incorporated by reference into this
report. AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide property-casualty, life and retirement, and general insurance operations of American International Group, Inc. For additional information, please visit our website at www.aig.
com. All products and services are written or provided by subsidiaries or affiliates of American International Group, Inc. Products or services may not be available in all countries, and coverage is subject to actual policy language.
Non-insurance products and services may be provided by independent third parties. Certain property-casualty coverages may be provided by a surplus lines insurer. Surplus lines insurers do not generally participate in state guaranty
funds, and insureds are therefore not protected by such funds.
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For more information see the full M&A Claims Report here

